
Building the WHH Line 
and 

Why I need to build a home model railroad   
 
When we moved to Calgary in May of 2015, I left behind two great model RR clubs.  I had 

been involved with static clubs for fourteen years and a modular club for eleven of those.  When 
the first club flamed-out for lack of financial resources, it rose from those ashes in a modular 
format and the close comradeship was maintained with some members.  I was fortunate that 
another club was in the early-build phase about a half a kilometer from my first club.  Yes, there 
was politics between members of the two clubs, but I did not give a damn, I just wanted to build a 
railroad and run trains.  Oh yes, that second club had about 3,000 square feet full of 'transition 
era' Canadian railroading, exactly my own preference.  Alas, that club too succumbed to financial 
shortfall in eight years and was dismantled in 2013.  Some of the gents, myself included, started a 
third stationary railroad the very next month.  That club promised multi-era railroading on a 
rotating basis and that has attracted more than twenty members.  The club is continuing to build 
and grow.  I left them with early operating-activity in 2015 and have had the privilege of doing a 
number of "inspection tours" since, to keep an eye on things.  
 

What's the bottom line of this rambling, ‘sustainability’ of a static model railroad club?  We 
all know of clubs of long duration that have had to be torn down.  I visited two model railroads 
with collectively over a hundred years’ existence that were being forced to move.  Big clubs in 
Toronto and Montreal were thriving, but local urban redevelopment overwhelmed them.  And 
what about demographics?   Members leave for numerous, and often sad reasons.  Members of 
the younger generation might like to visit a model railroad, but long term commitment is generally 
not there, despite of, or because of our digital era.   
 
 
So, just what is the WHH Line?   My model railroad in my basement.  It’s a place to pursue my 
hobby at home.  The line is a function of my imagination and incorporates predominantly 
Canadian Pacific rolling stock of the “transition era’, a time when steam locomotives were being 
replaced by the first generation diesels.   It was the heyday of railroading.  In Canada, the 
transcontinental railroads joined the Atlantic to the Pacific.  The Trans-Canada highway was not 
completed until 1962.  Jet air travel was in its infancy.  Railroads ruled.  I hope to capture some of 
that era in my WHH Line. 
 
 
MILEPOST April 2014 - First contact with BVMRA 

The one stable factor for me was being part of a modular club and its inherent kinsman-
ship.  That is what I sought out, even before moving to Calgary, and now enjoy being part of the 
Bow Valley Model Railroad Association.  BUT, I need to run my trains, and therefore need my own 
static layout, but of course, on an obtunded basis.  
 
MILEPOST May 2015 - Moved into Calgary home 

In looking at houses to purchase, the potential for a railroad was always there, at least in 
my mind.  The house we bought had a finished basement.  The lower sitting area and bedrooms 
were out-of-bounds to trains.  What was left was the furnace room and an area that got stuffed 
with dismantled cabinets and moving boxes yet to be opened, some of which were my railroad 



stuff.  The area was a little irregular in shape, but measured just over 21 by 16 feet of usable 
space.  
 

First, I needed a place to store everything, or at least display some rolling stock and have a 
work shop area.   Settling into the house, doing some painting and western travelling came first, of 
course.   
 
MILEPOST January 2016 - completed RR storage area under stairs 

Over the Christmas 2015/16 period, shelves were constructed under the staircase and 
model railroad ‘stuff’, and more, was unpacked and stored out of sight.   
 
MILEPOST May 2016 - completed modeling workshop 

One year after moving in, I had some time to remove carpet in a cubbyhole area of the RR 
room, put down new floor and paint it for my workshop desks and credenza.  Things were starting 
to look good.   

 
MILEPOST Summer 2016 - renovations to train  

Then the summer “stampede” of visitors started arriving and basement work became 
secondary.  I did manage to coral one friend to help me demolish the almost inaccessible teak 
façade around the electrical panel.  After squaring up the lopsided frame, new easy-access doors 
were fabricated and installed.  That led to the repainting of the whole room to abolish the ghastly 
purple/taupe coloured walls.  With the installation of LED lights the whole area was brighter in the 
traditional model RR light blue.  The room was ready… finally.  However, we still had guests until 
the second week of September and little was done downstairs again until November.   

 
  

 
 
              Workshop from the train area 

 

 
 
                Train area from the workshop 

 
                 
MILEPOST October 2016 - preliminary track plan produced on AnyRail 

In the interim, I purchased AnyRail, the software package for designing model railroads.  I 
had some limited experience with it previously and its endorsement from several Bow Valley club 
members.  I will say that this was one extremely useful purchase.  Designing a model RR is fraught 
with the 'eyes are bigger than the belly is' syndrome.  AnyRail gives you a dose of reality. 
 



It can easily be downloaded from the developer in the Netherlands.  You can work with a 
free version as long as you want.  However, if you proceed to work with more than 50 component 
pieces, you need to purchase a license for $70 Cdn.  Well, well worth it.  With AnyRail, you 
configure your version with your scale; pick the brand and code of track, things like minimum 
radius, text, and much more.  My choice was Peco code 83 Streamline track and turnouts.   Then 
you configure your room dimensions.   For me there were some 45 degree angles and wall 
protrusion to work around.   

 
The Calgary Model Railway Society (CMRS) had a mini meet in October 2016. Doug Lee 

gave a presentation on layout design, theory, and practice based on the principles put forward by 
John Armstrong many years ago.  It was quite worthwhile.  Knowing your space limitations is also 
a must.  “Write out” your objectives was stressed before starting.      
 
My wish list of objectives were to: 
 
 1. Operate trains with full length passenger cars,  
 2. Reverse direction of trains, 
 3. Have large radius curves, 
 4. Run two trains concomitantly, 
 5. Minimize scenery; and  
 6. Have a 50 ½ inch rail top height. 
  

Let the planning process begin.  I knew my objectives were challenges given the finite 
space I had to work with.  My first attempt with AnyRail was to create a 48 inch radius circle, my 
idea of a large radius curve, and place that on the plan.  It worked, but did not give me the 
objective of running two trains concomitantly as I could place only one circle comfortably in the 
working area.  
 

Ok, maybe a 36 in radius will have to do.  Two 36 inch radius circles worked and the 
concept of a "dog bone" layout was set.  The next issue was to have an open access dog bone or 
one that crosses over itself.  The former had the advantage of easy access but was greatly limited 
in the amount of main line.  On the latter, trains could run further but there were two cons; the 
need to have a duck-under, lift out, etc., and cross one line over the other.  Decisions. 
 

After many more hours on AnyRail, I decided on the latter.  With some input from a club 
colleague I opted on crossing one end of the dog bone over the other and build a "swing-out" 
section for access based to the inner aisle space.   AnyRail drawings allowed me to measure the 
distances and with simple mathematics, calculate the grades.   All were acceptable.  With the 
drawings I was also able to manually overlay the planned frame work I wanted and then position 
sheets of plywood for the table top.   

 



 
 
Early AnyRail track plan 

 
Let me divert a little to my selection of wood materials.  From my recent involvement with 

three static model railroads and the dismantling of two, I knew what I wanted to use for building.  
One of the more traditional layout construction techniques was the use of L-girders.   An example 
of this is where a piece of 1x2 dimensional lumber is screwed perpendicular to the edge of a piece 
of 1x3 or 1x4 to form a "fairly" straight and strong girder.  We have all seen just how straight 
dimensional lumber is, or what will happen if it is not kiln dried.  With experience in dismantling 
two layouts after not too many years, some wood was dry, cracked, and too poor to reuse.  At my 
last static club they started with a combination of old and new dimensional lumber.  We quickly 
discarded that plan and went to making our own 2x4's from plywood.   Sheets of 3/4 utility 
plywood were ripped into 3 1/2 inch strips and two pieces were mated to eliminate any bow and 
then were screwed together.   They were straight, strong, and if you needed a longer piece, just 
overlap as required.  And, that's just what I needed for my framework: one eleven and one 
thirteen foot.   For my table top, past experience with homasote quickly ruled out that option due 
to dust, moisture absorption and availability.  The last club used 3/4 plywood tops.  Its main 
drawback for me was weight, and besides I did not plan to hold dance parties on top of my layout.  
A friend used 5/8 utility plywood and demonstrated how, once it was cut, it was easy it was to 
form grades.  And l needed two of those coming out of my yard ends. 

 
 
 



MILEPOST November 10 – acquired plywood and other construction supplies 
So, with a list of materials, cut specs and hardware, off I went to the local home 

improvement store.  Fortunately a friend had both a business account there and a trailer.  Ten of 
the twelve sheets plywood required cutting, so only two full sheets needed to be man-handled 
into the basement.   As a side bar, when the frame work and table top were finished, I only had 
three pieces of 3 1/2 x 3/4 x 8 foot strips and some 5/8 plywood scraps left over.  And no 
additional trips for wood were needed.  Thank you AnyRail for helping with the materials 
planning.  

 
MILEPOST November 12, 2016 -first board was secured to the wall  

I was building my railroad… finally. 
 

My frame work goal was 44 inches high.  Given that this was a basement, I found the floor 
to be less than even. Nevertheless, I had a starting height and with a trusty old four foot level, the 
frame work grew.  I was quite dumbfounded when the last of my peninsular area approached the 
freight yard area across the open aisle, the bubble was level.  I'm not sure if that was the result of 
good skill or good luck, but I was a happy camper.  

 

 
     

   First board – November 12, 2016  Green  tape is at track level 

 
 
MILEPOST November 21 – Framework completed 
 

      
 

 



Next came fitting the plywood.  Based on the AnyRail drawings, I was able to have five of 
the seven sheets of the 5/8" cut to the right width.  I only needed to trim them for length and 
angles.  I don't own a table saw so cutting up to 8 feet of plywood was going to be a challenge. It 
was now December and little chance to cut outside using my skill saw.  Dust mitigation was a big 
concern.  I forgot to mention that the railroad room was carpeted.  Good news and bad.  Bad for 
stuff that might fall: spikes, insulated rail joiners, and dust, etc. for now, and scenery stuff 
somewhere in the future.  Good, however for kneeling on and crawling around under the railroad. 
 

But back to the cutting challenge.  I own a Dremel Ultra Saw.  Despite only having a three 
inch blade, they are robust, and have a vacuum port.  My Shop Vac was well employed cutting the 
framework pieces with the nozzle stuck in the back of the chop saw.  With the dust port on the 
Dremel, I had a solution.   Also the foot piece on the Dremel has a 1/2 inch offset to the blade.  
Since all my trimming cuts would be straight to start with, an appropriate length of straight 3/4 x 
1x3 plywood could be screwed half inch to the left of the cut.  With vacuum attached turned on, 
an N95 mask, along with eye and ear protection worn, ALL my cuts were made.   And the Dremel 
could also be used as a plunge saw for cutting out the pop-ups.   It worked great.  And with the 
vacuum attached, there was minimal saw dust.   Once the plywood pieces were fitted and 
temporarily attached to the framework, it was time to get out the jig saw to round the corners 
and make the circular cut for the descending track.  No vacuum attachment here, so out came the 
drop sheets. 
   

 
 

Plywood cut with Dremel Ultra Saw and vacuum used for dust mitigation 
 

Despite the low relative humidity levels in Calgary, I was advised to paint the bare wood.  I 
have seen model railroad tracks warp with changes in humidity.  I was not as concerned about the 
3/4  plywood  2x4's since two pieces were securely screwed together.  I did paint the 2x2 legs with 
primer and a coat of colour that would blend in with the carpet.  Since the legs were dimensional 
lumber, some were already askew.   But back to the table top. I rolled on a coat of primer and 
when that was dry, I detached all the pieces, flipped them and painted the other side.  “Two birds 
with one stone”: primer to protect the wood and a white underside I hoped would help visibility 
when it came to working and wiring under there. 

 



 
 

Plywood cut and positioned and ready for primer.   
 

Now to reinstall all the top pieces.  I mentioned before that my framework height was 44 
inches.  Since my zero table top height is 50 inches, with a descent to 48 on one loop and a rise to 
52 on the other, all of my plywood would have to rest on risers, and that was a predetermination.  
The risers were installed with the use of with several levels employed at the same time.  But for 
the most part, it worked.  I also left most of the risers accessible if they needed to be adjusted for  
switch motors, reworked track placement, etc, etc.  Also, the sheet of plywood for the upper loops 
was not secured at this is time since I need access below it to install the lower track that will cross 
under it.  

 

 
 
Risers installed prior to final placement of plywood 

 
MILEPOST December 20 - Take a break – plywood finished 

It was now getting close to Christmas.  I figured I could take a break, not too bad for about 
six weeks of work, if I do say so myself.   So we spent Christmas out of the country with both 
daughters and their families.  However, I did take several copies of my latest AnyRail plans along 
for noodling. 
 
 



In the second week of January, I acquired some sheet cork from one of my BVMRA 
colleagues for the passenger and freight yards.  With the first assistance of a second set of hands, 
the 48 inch wide pieces of cork were secured using the water based contact cement.  The beauty 
of that adhesive was absence of volatile vapours.  I was able to attach about 50 linear inches of 
cork with one bottle.  It is a more expensive product, but worth it.  

 
 

 
 

Cork glued down for the yards 

 
Once the cork was in place, I gave the whole table top area a coat of the closest earth 

colour of paint I could find at a decent price.   
 

 
 

Finished table top – with swing-out open… 

 

 
 

… and closed 

 
 

MILEPOST January 11, 2017 - acquired first quantity of track and turnouts  
Now I could start the track work.  I picked up my order of Peco Streamline code 83 

turnouts, track rail joiners, fixing pins along with four boxes of Mid-West cork roadbed.  I could lay 
track now, or least I thought so.  It turned out getting the dimensions from the AnyRail plan onto 
the table top was more of a challenge than I expected.  The paper plan had a nice one foot grid on 



it.  The painted table top did not.  Despite cutting smaller marker grooves at one foot intervals 
into the edges of the table where I could before final assembly and painting, everyone knows that 
the walls are not really true, especially since the work was done by the former owner.  Based on 
the quality of his electrical work, and I know something about home wiring, I had little faith in the 
wall geometry.    

 
Milestone January 20 - started positioning first turnout 

With lots of measurements and marks on my newly painted surface, I decided to challenge 
myself with junction crossing leading to the lower loop.  That made sense since I had to get this  
track work completed before I could cross the upper tracks over it.  More on that later.  I 
positioned the curved number 7 turnouts and diamond as per the drawing and immediately saw a 
visual issue when viewing at eye level.  Ok, I pulled up the AnyRail plan for about the hundredth 
revision.  Repositioning seemed to OK, and yes, moving the turnouts and crossing a few feet down 
the line would work.  That improved the visual appeal I wanted.  Time will tell.  Also, at this time, I 
actually thought ahead about some scenery placement in this area.  I proactively cut out some of 
my table top so I could make a cliff-face or something else there, in the who-knows-when future.   

 

 
 
Initial placement of Junction had visual problems  

 

    
    

                                                                            Repositioned Junction diamond allowed better view 

 
Milestone February 3 – Big decision – but a lot more added work ahead 
 Time for another winter break and we went on a cruise to the Western Caribbean along 
with a friend from my first RR club and his wife.  He is an experienced model railroader and I 



wanted to pick his brain on a nagging question.  The upper loop passes over the lower loop tracks 
just after you enter the railroad room.  My original plan was to have the upper plywood pass over 
the lower track with just the correct NMRA clearance.  BUT, what would that look like.  My friend 
suggested that I look into using bridges made by Central Valley.  Fortunately, the ship had 
adequate internet bandwidth and WIFI that I could surf for the bridges.  And lo and behold, 
Central Valley had a new 200 ft. double track truss bridge that was 29 inches long.  That would get 
me over three quarters of the lower level.  Yeah!  They also had a 10 inch plate girder, double 
track bridge equivalent to 72 scale feet that would get me over the return loop tracks.  Golden!!  
As soon as I got home I had the local train store order me TWO of each.  Problem solved… I 
thought.  Yes, they are the right length and width.  I knew these bridges were kits to be assemble, 
what I did not count on was that these were museum quality and not just a ‘glue it together’ 
project.  All the girders had to be carefully cut to the correct length with different angles.  Jigs 
were to be made and…  YIKES, more to come on that later. 
 
 
 
Milestone February 17 – 4mm cork roadbed obtained  

The local train store had some Micro Engineering 4mm cork roadbed in 40 rolls.  Although 
it was not part of my original plans, I bought two for use in my yards and sidings.  First, the 
mainlines running through the yards were usually elevated above the rest of the yard.  This was 
done to prevent runaway cars from getting out and fouling the mainline.  In railroader jargon, the 
lower tracks were known as the “bowl”.  Second, I could use 4mm cork on my tertiary sidings since 
they were also generally lower than the mains for the same reason.  In modelling, 6mm cork 
roadbed for the mainline is great and 4mm for sidings is just enough too. 
 
More to come……… 
 
Track laying, CV bridges, track laying,  AC wiring, track laying, better lighting in the RR room, track 
laying, another needed break… SuperTrain, and did I say track laying. 
 
“Gotta luv it…” as Anne says.   I DO. 
 
Current status as of May 20, 2017 
 Track installed: 

Main lines in through the yards, and lower loop 
  Both ends of passenger yards 
   
  No wiring in place except turnout wires 
  Waiting for switch motors  
 
 
 
 
 


